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The Royal Shakespeare Company’s Costume Workshop is the largest
in-house costume-making department of any British theatre. The craftsmanship
involved in every costume, and how a costume looks and feels, enables our
actors to transform into the characters you see on stage.
Since the 1950s our costumes have been created in Waterside, Stratford-upon-Avon, in buildings hidden
behind the former scene dock constructed for the Memorial Theatre in 1887.
In 2021 we completed a new Costume Workshop redevelopment, so costumes can be made in
Stratford Upon Avon for years to come.
Did you know?
• An RSC costume can be on stage for well over 100 performances.
• Over 50 detailed measurements are taken of each actor’s body to make each costume.
• Half of the costumes are ‘broken down’ to look worn. Common tools used include a ballet shoe scruffer,
cheese grater, sandpaper, Stanley Knife, blow-torch, emulsion-based paints and fabric paints.
• Every single item of costume, from hats to socks and underwear, is labelled with the name of the production,
character and actor’s name. In an average year 10,000 items are labelled.
• Our Costume Props team produce breastplates, gauntlets, belts and weaponry made from plastic, leather or
metal, and unusual materials. The average leather breastplate takes 70 hours to make from start to finish.
• The Costume Props team also make unusual items such as wings, dogs’ tails, snake puppets, pigs’ heads.
• The RSC is one of the few theatres to have its own in-house Armoury and as well as supplying swords,
daggers and shields, they also make trick weapons such as blood knives.
• During an average year, the Dye team uses over 60 kilos of dye powder, 800 kilos of salt.
• A sweet tasting syrup, resin, ribbons and even real blood have been used to mimic blood on costume
over the years. Although we don’t use the real blood anymore!
• Painted felt and nail polish were used on stage in the past to make lightweight jewellery for actors.
As you colour in this page, see what curious things you can discover in our old costume workshop
buildings. You can add your own doodles in the empty spaces and use your colours to create your own
magical world of costume.
To find out more about THREADS visit www.rsc.org.uk/threads.
THREADS is supported by the National Lottery Heritage Fund.

